In conducting indoor positioning by code division multiple access using spread spectrum ultrasonic waves, it is required to detect signals under the influence of near-far problem occurred by difference on signal power, caused by distance between transmitter and receiver. For discussing robustness to the problem, we verified measuring accuracy on distance from an experiment on a real space with a hardware device where our proposed method is mounted. The proposed method performs automatic signal detection by setting threshold level dynamically. As an experimental result, measurable distance were improved by the proposed method, and measurement errors were up to 50mm in distances from 1000mm to 6000mm; therefore, enough accuracy to realize self-localization or navigation for autonomous mobile robot or human was obtained.
Introduction
The fields of application of position information have expanded in tandem with the advancements in our information-driven society. Indoor position information is important to people and robots for navigating along a route. Furthermore, the position information is required to realize the self-localization of the robots. In these cases, the moving targets have to be measured with high accuracy at less than 10 cm by using a battery-powered device.
A positioning system which obtains coordinates for achieving self-localization of robots must also be able to easily inter-face with a virtual reality simulation, such as SIGVerse TM1) , although the infrastructure required for providing this position information. The indoor coordinates are also expected when cooperative work is conducted using multiple robots.
Therefore, we have investigated an indoor positioning system using spread-spectrum (SS) ultrasonic signals to satisfy these needs, (i.e., In this paper, we perform an experiment on distance measurement to find the measurable range and measurement error of our proposed method. We measure distances of 1000 to 6000 mm between a transmitter and a receiver, at 1000 mm intervals, and the results indicate that a maximum measurement error were up to 50mm, which is less than the error of conventional detection method.
Relevant Studies and Previous Works
Various sensor systems have been investigated for indoor positioning purposes, including pseudolites 2) or radio wave sensor 3) . Of these, ultrasonic-wave-based systems have been found to have lower cost and greater accuracy. However, these systems generally have weak noise resistance and are slow to acquire data as they use the time-division multiplexing method with on-off keying, which grows increasingly cumbersome as the number of objects to be measured grows. Thus, systems using SS ultrasonic signals have been investigated 4, 5) to overcome these drawbacks.
Analogous to SS radio wave systems (e.g., GPS),
we have proposed a real-time 3-D positioning system using SS ultrasonic signals with a band-limited transducer, low-power field programmable gate array (FPGA), and a small microprocessor 6, 7) . Furthermore, we have discussed factors such as positioning errors in indoor environments 8) , and signal degradation with band-limited transducers 9) . These studies showed the 
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shown in previous studies 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) . 
Automatic Peak Detection
In the phase on the signal acquisition 10) , we require peak detection. For separating signals and noise, we need to decide a threshold level. It is difficult to set an appropriate threshold level by the peak detection using a static threshold level In the signal acquisition phase of our proposed method, we utilized two periods of MLS. Fig. 4 indicates the method for our automatic peak Generally, the measurement precision decreases when multiple channels are used, as compared to using only one channel, because of the near-far problem and cross-correlation of the CDMA10. From this experimental result, we confirmed that distance measurement of unmoving objects using automatic peak detection could be accurately performed. 
Distance Measurement under Near-far Problem
For discussing robustness on near-far problem, other experiment was conducted. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed an indoor positioning system that uses automatic signal detection by simulcasting multiple spread-spectrum (SS) ultrasonic signals with CDMA using low-power FPGA. For a positioning system, we also proposed a new signal detecting method using dynamic threshold level with multiple cycles of MLS.
To examine the effectiveness of this method, we conducted an experiment on distance measurements in order to measure the error involved in using automatic peak detection. The results indicated that measurement error is up to 50 mm, which is enough accuracy for self-localization and navigation.
